By Carol Yao

A client team is currently reviewing the construction of the EG & G Educational Center, a planned addition to the Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (EECS) Department. The EG & G Center, which will be placed between buildings 36 and 38, will provide more space for the expanding EECS Department. The founders of EG & G, Incorporated, Professor Harold E. Edgerton '33, Kenneth J. Germeshausen '31, and Herbert E. Grier '33, together donated nearly five million dollars for the building. Germeshausen explained their reasons for funding the building: "A need existed for quite some time. The Electrical Engineering Department needed classroom space." The three alumni felt a strong loyalty to the Department since they had majored in Electrical Engineering at MIT. "Edgerton was the first active on the project," recalled Germeshausen. "Computers are our first interest. Most people don't realize that electronics and computer technology come from electrical engineering. Electrical engineering has potential." The building was designed by Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, the Chicago-based architectural firm that designed buildings 36 and 38.
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In Los Angeles, your great escape could take place in minutes.

Imagine a climate and location that lets you enjoy it all — the arts, education and the great outdoors. Every day. All year round.

Located in Southern California, Northrop Aircraft offers professional opportunities, plus the flexibility of lifestyle that lets you make the most of hours off the job.

If you would like to design this century's most advanced aircraft in a location with easy access to beach, desert, and mountains, consider Northrop.

Make the great escape that could last a lifetime.

Northrop offers company-paid medical and dental insurance, 12 paid vacation days annually, a week-long Christmas holiday, tuition reimbursement and a company-contributed savings/investment plan.

We are interested in graduates (BS and MS levels) in the following fields: